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ZAGG Network debuted their very first Airdrop with a
whopping 7000+ registrations in just a few hours with a
total of 279,990 ZAGG Coins to offer

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA, USA, June 7, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- In a thumping success, ZAGG
Network debuted their very first Airdrop with a whopping
7000+ registrations in just a few hours on June 4, 2018.
The company had a total of 279,990 ZAGG Coins on offer
that will be distributed to the registered participants on
completion of their Token sale.

ZAGG Network is a custom blockchain built to disrupt the
Gift Cards, Benefits, Rewards & Loyalty Industry. In a big
move towards consolidating the fragmented customer
engagement industry into one, ZAGG Network has
rechristened the industry as GBRL*. 

ZAGG Network is a one-stop solution for businesses to
engage with their customers effectively at an affordable
cost, wherein, the customers here will get the dollar value
for their accumulated points, all of which will be made
accessible on a single platform. Built on a custom
blockchain, ZAGG Network will allow seamless and
secure creation, transaction and conversion of value
within the members of the network. This functions without intermediaries further ensuring that the
customer gets a monetary value to all the accumulated points earned from across the GBRL industry.
Along with facilitating the customers to view all their disparate engagement programs on one platform,
ZAGG Network also throws open a larger network of merchants and vaster options from where the

The crypto world's response
towards ZAGG has been
phenomenal since the start.
The success of Airdrop
reinforces the fact that ZAGG
Network is very well on its
way to becoming the best
ICO of 2018.”

Raj N Phani

customers can redeem the accumulated points and rewards.

ZAGG Network is the brainchild of Raj N Phani, a serial
entrepreneur and the visionary behind several successful
businesses in the retail, brand merchandising and prepaid
payments space.

*Gift Cards | Benefits | Rewards | Loyalty
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